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Kidbrooke Park Primary School – Home Learning

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading

literacy literacy literacy literacy literacy

Maths Maths Maths Maths Maths

Science PSHE ICT RE Geography

Year 3’s Suggested time-table for home learning

Each subject will take 45mins to an hour to complete. 
Your reading, English and Maths work will be on the school’s website.
Science, ICT, RE, Geography and PHSE will be on Purple Mash in your 2Do folder.



Science

Monday 27th April 2020 
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Monday 27th April 2020

LI: to label the parts of a plant

Success Criteria

• To identify parts of the plant. 

• To match each part of the plant to its role descriptor. 



Go on Purple 
Mash to complete 
identify and 
describing parts 
of a plant.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

To on to the next 
slide to match the 
correct 
descriptions to 
the picture.





PHSE

Tuesday 28th April 2020
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Tuesday 28th April 2020

LI: to write about my friendships

Purple Mash Success Criteria:

• I can state who my friends are.

• I can explain what activities we like to do together.

• I can explain a good friend does when I’m sad and when I need help.

• I can explain what happens when a friend and I fall out and how we make it 

right again.

• I can explain why its important to make up when you have a fight with a friend. 



ICT
Wednesday 29th April 
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Wednesday 29th April 2020

LI: To make an object make a sound

LI: To debug codes when a command does not work 

Success Criteria for Newington and the apple:

• To make the apple fall

• To make a BANG! Noise when the apple hits Newton.

• To show the bump on Newton hit caused by the falling apple.

• To show the bump on his head growing.

• To fix the uncontrollable bump 

• Extension: to tell another story – What other story sequence can you make?



RE
Thursday 30th April 2020
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Thursday 30th April 2020

LI:   To explains what happens during iftar 

Success Criteria:

• To understand what Muslims do during Ramadan.

• To understand who fasts during Ramadan. 

• To know that that Muslims get up early to have suhoor as it is the last meal until 

the sun sets at the end of the day.

• To explain that Muslims break their daily fast with a special meal called iftar.

• To explain what is eaten at iftar including the first food to be eaten to break the 

fast. 



What do Muslims Do during Ramadan?

Muslims try to give up bad habits.

Muslims pray and read the Qur’an.

Discuss it!
Do you have any bad habits which you would like to give up? Do you 
think it would be easy or difficult? Why?

Muslims fast from sunrise to 
sunset.



Fasting

Fasting is one of the most important things that happens in 
Ramadan.

Fasting means that Muslims do not eat or drink from 
sunrise to sunset.

Discuss it!

Use a clock to show the time of sunrise and sunset at this time of year. 
How many hours of daylight are there? Do you think it would be 
difficult to fast for these hours? Which times of day would be hardest?

Young children and very old people do not 
have to fast.



Ramadan
What is a typical day like during Ramadan?

Muslims will get up early, while it is still dark. They will share a special meal, 
known as the suhoor, with their family or friends as it will be the last chance to 
eat until the sun sets at the end of the day.

After sunset, Muslims will gather back together and break their fast with a special 
meal called iftar.



Iftar

At the end of the day, after sunset, families all eat together.

This special 
meal is called 
‘iftar’.

Discuss it!
When do you have a special meal with your family? What makes it 
special? What do you like to eat together?



Ramadan

Often, dates are eaten as the first food to break the fast each 
day. Then, the iftar meal can include various foods, including:

What would you eat at an iftar meal?

stews and curries made with meat;

fritters and pakoras;

rice;

sweet treats.



Ramadan

Is Ramadan just about fasting?

As well as fasting, Muslims also make special 
efforts to do good deeds and pray more. 

They try to help their communities and 
reach out to people in need.



Ramadan

Why is Ramadan important?

Ramadan is an important time of year for Muslims. It is believed to be a time 
when Muslims can improve their self-control, focus on helping others and 
make a sacrifice to show their commitment to their faith.

Prayer and reflection is encouraged 
during this time, too, and so it can be 
a time when people’s faith is 
deepened.



Geography

Friday 1st May 2020
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Friday 1st May2020

LI: to research and write fact file about a mountain in 

the United Kingdom

Steps to Success on writing your purple Mash fact file:

1. To write the name of the mountain you are researching.

2. To include how tall the mountain is.

3. To include what country and city the mountain is location.

4. To explain if its name has a meaning or if the mountain is named after someone.

5. To say what mountain range it belongs to.

6. To describe what type of mountain it is and what features make it a mountain.

7. To state how old the mountain.

8. To explain what the weather is like on the mountain.

9. To explain what people and animals live on the mountain.
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Click on the picture to learn more about mountains. 
Make sure you:

look at the video
read the information
look at the pictures
do the quiz

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f/articles/z4g3qp3


Use Goggle to research information about one 
of these 4 mountains that are in the United 
Kingdom.

• Ben Nevis in Scotland (also the highest in the UK)

• Scafell Pike in England

• Slieve Donard in Northern Ireland

• Snowdon in Wales

• Use the steps to success to help you fill in your 
fact file.
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LI: to research and write fact file about a mountain in 

the United Kingdom

Steps to Success on writing your purple Mash fact file:

1. To write the name of the mountain you are researching.

2. To include how tall the mountain is.

3. To include what country and city the mountain is location.

4. To explain if its name has a meaning or if the mountain is named after someone.

5. To say what mountain range it belongs to.

6. To describe what type of mountain it is and what features make it a mountain.

7. To state how old the mountain.

8. To explain what the weather is like on the mountain.

9. To explain what people and animals live on the mountain.


